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Sir/Madam,

This is a submission offered to the committee in reference to its
current enquiry into Crime in the Community, My submission the following
two of the Committee's enquiry:

(a) the importance of the role played by police in
and controlling crime

(b) the on victims of crime

On 7 April 1981 the Minister of Administrative Services wrote a letter to the
Commissioner of the Australian Federal Police asking about the possible delays in the
appointment of police officers who did not have Australian citizenship. I did not
know, and did not suspect, that this letter would bring about the end of my
employment in the Australian Public Service in exchange for compensation for the
inappropriate behaviour of senior officials of the Department. This event occurred
because in actioning the Minister's enquiry 1 discovered that a mistake been

in a Parliamentary Question asked of a previous Minister on the subject.
When I included that information in the Ministerial brief that I was preparing, I was
verbally instructed by the Chief Executive Officer of the Office of the Australian
Federal Police to omit any reference to the inaccurate previous answer. I immediately
made a written record of the intended action, and strongly recommended that the
information be given to the Minister, and that recommendation was and
acted upon, even if reluctantly. Its consequence was that the CEO accused me of a
lack of loyalty, and I became determined to competent recompense for an unjust
and unfounded accusation. After initial scepticism, the Commonwealth that
not only had 1 made a competent claim for compensation but also it at fault
for permitting the behaviour that 1 had brought to notice. In consequence, my
compensation payments were increased by a component
Commonwealth culpability.

For the record, the inaccurate Parliamentary Question was of
Question Number 6216 of 1980, asked by Dr Klugman.

While I had fully prepared for, and intent upon pursuing litigation, this
unnecessary and unwarranted when the Commonwealth accepted my claim in full.
However, between the making of that written agreement in May 1983, and May 1988,
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the that the Commonwealth had was varied times, time in
a way was to me, and a of the had

in that written agreement. The last variation, brought about by the
of what is now the Safety, and Compensation Act, a
particularly harsh provision which reduced my pension by about $7000 a year when I

age 65 through a decision to the at the
normal retirement age.

On 31 1988, as Leader of the National Party, Ian Sinclair me a which
the concern of the Coalition Parties at of the SRC Act, He had this

to say:

Our concern to the fact as an employer the Government
to to the basis of the

compensatory rehabilitation of its invalided In particular,
we cannot support two key of the proposals which would
see the abolition of common law for all Commonwealth
servants and a substantial reduction in benefits for "former"
Commonwealth employees who are now permanently invalided.

The retrospective of the Bill is by the
The proposed legislation alters quite drastically the rights of
"former employees" discharged from Commonwealth

of injury or as a result of that employment
for which the Commonwealth has liability and has

by law (1971 Act) to accordingly.

Basically, I found I was with a Parliament in
concluding a written in 1983 I had consented to retirement conditions

not specified until May 1988.

1 events took place a background for the
administrative of a police force. The of a lack of loyalty to which I
have referred was particularly unacceptable in the context of a police organisation

had to from a perception it had to act in an
honest, competent and open way. It was even more in the context of nrty

history. As a policeman, my had the of an
recruiting during the Second World War to obtain recruits for service in
Bomber Command. When he was killed, I to a
followed the practice of the day in dressing me in a uniform that revealed me not just
as an orphan but as the son. of a policeman. It an uncomfortable
with few However, one was a sound instinct for the of
behaviour called for in the of a i had not

to find that it was not possible to work with and integrity in the
of a police force.
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The taken by the people responsible for the in
to that of the coalition parties. In its "Commonwealth Employees'

Compensation Reforms" paper 0095r of 16 July 1987, the Government put its
position in the following terms:

The recently announced to the Commonwealth employees'
compensation system will provide a significant number of
improvements to the to employees,
cost-containment with equity. They replace a confusing
of benefits from various sources with a simple no-fault
providing improved long and short term compensation benefits,

This was by a joint by Minister for
Security, Brian Howe and Minister for Finance, Peter Walsh on 2 April 1987,
(BLH25/87). It the following claim:

The result is a new system, which minimises the human
financial of work-related injury and

The new system focuses in a positive way on all of the short
and long of an employee or in
compensable circumstances.

As a result of the initiatives referred to above, my pension frozen at its 1988 level
until May 2002, when it was reduced by about $7000 a year, as mentioned earlier. It

in a in my of living. The
a few after I had returned from my mother's funeral in Britain, which I had

while still partly convalescent an to
which my surgeon had predicted for many months would prove to be fatal In this
context, I am not convinced the in 1988 can properly and
convincingly be described as being an improvement on the
replaced.

I because I am as convinced today as I twenty
ago the of competence and integrity required that I behave in the way

I I mention now to the Committee the for
and is integral to the proper functioning of a police force. What

I I believe can only inhibit and hinder the of policing if
in the adverse consequences in my life which from

I to do.

As to of crime, I have in mind particularly the in the A.C.T,
of crime face a victim support which expressly forbids the

and suffering as a factor in for
injury. When the A.C.T. Government was moving to the enactment of this legislation



on 9 December 1999, it for submissions on the intended legislation in a
in the Canberra Times on 30 January 1999. Ironically, but

appropriately, it on the as an article "When
violence suddenly punches us in the face" which an in a car
when a was snatched and its owner punched in the face, resulting in a
Christmas with a black eye and five stitches.

Since the advertisment advised that oral submissions would be accepted, I telephoned
to say that 1 hoped significant notice would be of Criminal Injury
Case Number 14/1984 which determined the compensation payable to Milica
Raspovic, The claimant was the subject of on 18 July 1984, 18
September 1984, 5 June 1986. Her injuries comprised the of both her

after being shot in a shotgun by her husband. Since at the
limited compensation to $20000, the judge ruled their were two criminal

in the two of the shotgun, and the limit of $40000. This
proved to be a which did not continue through

a $20000 maximum all Her 1986
on psychological injury. Memory tells me her by now convicted and

issuing from jail he would cut out her and her
blood. However, no further victim payment was to her.

As a of my call, 1 to a and did
so. 1 and am surprised that I was the only in the A.C.T. to an
individual submission. The Assembly sub-Committee the
Government's intentions made a number of recommendations were not

with the Government's intentions. But the to be
for are not a of public record the Chairman of the

sub-Committee to depart from the sub-Committee in
by the Government.

are a of and I could I
the of a financial penalty on me I doubt any

of law to impose, particularly in the I
However, for the moment I restrict my to what I look on as

the and of compensation I can of.

As a result of the on 27 April 2001 of 17661 R.F. "Bob"
formerly of the Army Medical Corps, his widow entitled to the of a
war widow's pension under the Veterans' Affairs Act. Her
by brought about by her killing of her and her of a

as a result of the death. A Government which to money is now
money from me in to reward behaviour. Further is

superfluous.

Yours faithfully,

(Mr.)(FTC. Collis)


